STARDIVA® – The comfortable solution for conference or plenary recordings
More than 25 years of experience in the development of conference and plenary recordings are the basis for a modern
®
and individually configurable system: STARDIVA is an intelligent solution for audio and video recording including a
®
session’s time based and structural contents. Many users already count on the stability and quality of STARDIVA .
®

STARDIVA can be scaled to your individual requirements – from a single stationary or mobile recording client to
server based multichannel systems; where highest stability and safety can be achieved using redundant server layout.
®

STARDIVA offers the following important advantages:

Scalability by modularity:
The modularity of the systems components offers configurations scaled to your individual requirements in
comparison to all-in-one solutions. This can be either centralized recording solution with multiple recorders in
the network or single system installations also for mobile use.
Multichannel recording:
®

Up to 8 audio and 1 optional video channels can be stored in a single STARDIVA media file, which also contains the recorded session’s time based information flow (i.e. topics, speakers, descriptions).
Direct access, saimple archiving and transfer:
Playback accesses the server stored media file directly. No additional files or databases are required. Copying
®
or archiving is done by easy transfer of the single STARDIVA media file.
Fast positioning on specific events of the session:
A tabular overview of the session’s time based information flow guarantees fast and direct positioning on
events (i.e. topics, speakers, remarks, times) during playback. Just click and listen to the recording at this
point in time.
Fast finalization of transcriptions:
The automatic division in logical time blocks / sequences offers a great advantage for division of labor when
creating the transcription and speeds up its finalization.
Multiple access without hinderance – even during active recordings:
The application offers unlimited and simultaneous access to the media file from workstations within a network. This Access is already possible while the recording is still in progress.

®

Our satisfied customers have known STARDIVA for a long time as a stable and reliable application which comfortably enhances the transcription process. Multiple local German national parliaments, but also international govern®
ments and conference centers rely on STARDIVA in their daily transcription work.
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STARDIVA® - Developed in the city where in 1860, Philipp Reis build the first working telephone
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